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INCENDIARIES ON TURIN

Crossing the Ups, bomber crews saw fires ahead of then in Turin last

night. No bombs had dropped yet - these were the fires lit on the previous

night.

On the return journey, and when the bombers were well this side of the

Alps their crews looked back and saw a glow in the sky. The peaks were

silhouetted against the fires of Turin.

The rear-gunner of a homeward bound Lancaster returned the fire of a

Mel09 and shot it down in flames. It crashed to the ground.

Air Lancaster pilot who arrived early in the raid said he saw dull fires

low him in Turin while flares were being dropped, "There was a great
difference when we set off on the return journey", he said, "Buildings
had caught well alight. Just before we left the town a 4, 000 lb, bomb

burst ahead of us, Flames rose up in slow heavy waves from around the .
explosion".

3y the end ex’ the attack an enormous number of incendiaries and a great

weight of high explosive bombs had been dropped, A pilot counted cat least-

-30 major fires. The largest was in the centre of the target area, "It

■;as a raging, glowing red," he said. Smoke rose to a height of 6,000 feet.

A factory in the south west of the town was well alight and crews saw

bombs bursting all round it.

’’The raid was highly successful, would like more cf then" was the captain's
report.

Halifax crew "who were sore time over Turin - the whole raid only lasted

for 55 minutes and was over soon after 10 o'clock - said in their report that

the glare of the fires was so intense at the height of the raid that they

could hardly pick out details. Even the river, usually a landmark in the

of flares and fires, could not he seen through the glow.

Lancasters, Halifaxes, Stirlings and some Wellingtons were in the attack.
The weather was clear and there was no cloud over the target, only smoke

from the Tiros.


